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Out with the old and in with the new: A grounded 
theory study of change facilitation among 
academic department chairs in higher education

ABSTRACT
There is a shift in focus on leading change in recent times - from 
change itself to the impact of leadership behaviors in a change 
context. The intensity of change has challenged higher education and 
the role of the department chairs as facilitators of change is critical. 
This study, conducted in the context of Philippine higher education, 
employed a sensemaking framework to explore how a select group of 
Filipino department chairs (n=25) engage in strategies that facilitate 
change in higher education. Analysis of data from in-depth interviews 
using systematic design for grounded theory generated the Buoyancy 
Model of Change Facilitation comprising of the four phases, namely: 
unpacking phase, harmonizing phase, deepening phase, and buoying 
phase. The initial phase of unpacking necessitates the understanding 
of the need for change and/or continuity. Balancing relationships and 
future direction in the harmonizing phase ensues once understanding 
is established. The dynamics of connections and shared vision 
advances through the nurturance of training and teaming in the 
deepening phase. Finally, the buoying phase entails embracing 
timeliness and timelessness to keep the initiative afloat and enduring. 
The model indicates that change facilitation is an iterative dynamic 
process occurring in such a flux operating higher education context 
that goes through a series of stages. The findings support leadership 
effectiveness and change management in the realms of practice, 
theory, policy, and research. Making sense of the change facilitation 
process could inform education practitioners, policymakers, and 
researchers to translate into leadership practice and organizational 
reality the theoretical model herein engendered and on the potential 
of chairs to accomplish greater influence as agents of change in 
higher education sector.
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